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The ‘Cryptic era’ refers to the earliest geologic evolution of the Earth and Moon, cryptic because 

little geological evidence has survived from this time.
i
 The etymology of the farewell-phrase ‘so 

long,’ suggestive of meeting again at an undefined point, is also subject to speculation. 

Finding ourselves in a moment of environmental uncertainty—global warming, altered weather 

systems, and other shifts that define the Anthropocene—the exhibition title, So Long Cryptic 

Era, could seem a bit ‘back to the future,’ the deep past and future embracing, each epoch 

existing materially somewhere between what we know, and complete mystery. Donaldson has 

been mining the mysterious space between things for some time: boundaries and their 

permeation; the limits of human agency; a loss of control to nature or other forces, particularly 

bodily functions and failures of willpower; pareidolia, and the tussle between abstraction and 

representation generally. 

Recent exhibitions, Like A Log (2016) and Worm Runner’s Digest (2018), featured the 

proliferation of a mutating form, traceable to an idiom and a body of biological research 

respectively, yet inviting associations with no definitive endpoint (logs, blobs, clouds, shit, 

worms…). His installs have incorporated found objects, collage, and unconventional hanging 

strategies that emphasise the 3-dimensionality and interplay of artworks. There is a mounting 

sense that the discrete parts are as important as the whole; you can see the forest because of 

the trees, and vice versa. 

What is the ‘forest’ here? Donaldson creates, discards, reuses ad infinitum. His studio floor is 

littered with works in progress. Older pieces whisper to them in a shared and expanding visual 

language, stacked around the edges. He loosely associates this ‚continuous accumulation and 

transformation of matter‛ with the cyclical processes of a forest floor. Donaldson demonstrates 

how these latest works originate—one shape emerging from another, creating something else 

in its wake—while describing his trance-like state when free-sawing a piece of thin plywood. 

Free-drawing/writing is often associated with unlocking the human unconscious, but he is not 

as interested in what the work can point to outside itself as he is in his materials. In this series, 

by the time the individually cut pieces of ply are painted, layered, composed, and glued in 

place, an object now exists at the limit of the sculptural, somewhat disrupting pictorial 

resolution and medium classification, and this ‚has to do with revealing the vitality of matter‛.
ii
  

Donaldson is also aware that this material vitality has limits. He manipulates, decides, 

constructs. We interact with and read the work anchored by our existing schemas. We’re 

cognitively predisposed for apophenia. In the past he has seemed to relish courting our 

heuristic tendencies with symbolism and ambiguity. Over time however, Donaldson has honed 

in on the realisation that objects made accidentally better express his relationship to the world. 

‘Feedback’ is a word he uses to describe how meaning emerges in his current practice ‚as 

chance relations between shapes and colours exert control over the process and begin to 

generate their own meaning.‛
iii
  

Object-oriented ontology, cyclical processes of the natural world, and systems of divination 

inform this perspective. Looking at these new works I am disoriented. Parts distort each other 

through their playful relations but also retain a distinct reality; they cannot be exhausted by this 

network. Although appearing still and almost flat, these objects seem to vibrate with ‚thing-

power,‛ a ‚material recalcitrance.‛
iv
 This is art that engages ‚the logic of nonsense‛ in which 

we are ecologically implicated, but not always aware of.
v
 Systems of divination (tarot cards, the 

I-Ching, runes) can also engage such unfamiliar logics, helping us unpack or interrupt habitual 

processes of information-gathering and synthesis. Donaldson sees parallels here with aspects 

of art making and viewing: ‚Divination doesn’t reveal the way things are but the way things 

can be, given specific (though chaotic and random) conditions, and this involves the agency 

of both objects or matter and the human individual.‛
vi
 This is at the crux of his practice: things 

always escape the boundaries we limit them with.  

In the spaces between Donaldson’s chosen or divined limits—sculpture/painting, free/willed, 

curved/linear, shifting/static, saw/wood—is meaning-making potential that is incomplete, 

contingent, collaborative, subjective, situated within the materiality and intelligence of the more-

than-human world. In the studio, things are made, rearranged, forgotten or returned to, 

accrued and broken down, cut up, painted over. Back on the forest floor, matter accumulates, 

decomposes, is compressed underfoot, covers old paths, grows anew. 

Get lost in the forest. 
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